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The European approach to regulating AI through technical

standards

Mélanie Gornet

Abstract

European institutions are currently finalizing the AI Act, a new regulation on artificial in-
telligence. The AI Act will require manufacturers of high-risk AI systems to affix a European
Conformity (CE) mark on their products. The CE mark will show compliance with the essential
requirements of the AI Act and permit AI products to circulate freely in Europe. For the mark
to be issued, manufacturers will have to apply harmonized technical standards (HSs). The CE
mark and HSs are long-established European regulatory tools to deal with product safety, and
already apply to a wide range of products, like toys, machinery or medical devices. To date,
however, they have never been used to attest to compliance with fundamental rights, yet this is
part of the goal of the AI Act.

This article examines the role of HSs and CE marking in the AI Act, and in particular how
these product safety regulatory techniques have been expanded to cover protection of funda-
mental rights. This article further examines the June 22, 2023 opinion of the CJEU Advocate
General in the Public.Resource.Org case appeal, which characterizes HSs as regulatory instru-
ments under EU law, and how this qualification raises questions on democratic processes and
transparency in standardization organizations. Finally, this article examines issues raised by
the EU’s choice, in the AI Act, to cover fundamental rights through HSs and the CE mark.
This article concludes that unlike compliance with product safety, compliance with fundamental
rights cannot be attested to by technical standards and CE marking because violations of rights
are too context-specific and require a judicial determination. However, technical standards have
an important role to play in encouraging best practices in AI governance, which take protection
of fundamental rights into account.

1 Introduction

In April 2021, the European Commission revealed its first draft for the future regulation laying
down harmonized rules on artificial intelligence (AI)1, also known as the AI Act [29]. The text
proposes a legal framework to regulate AI systems and lays down requirements that they should
meet. At the time of writing, the three European institutions - Commission, Council and Parliament
- are debating the content of the Act in a trialogue phase.

The AI Act is not the first digital law in Europe, it follows, notably, the adoption of the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in 2016. However, the AI Act takes a different route from
the GDPR, choosing to draw inspiration from European product safety rules. In particular, AI
systems will require a conformity assessment (CA) that will be based on harmonized standards
(HSs), i.e. technical specifications drawn up by European Standardization Organizations (ESOs)
and possessing various legal properties, such as generating a presumption of conformity with the
legislation. This conformity assessment procedure will then lead to the European Conformity (CE)

1This work uses the term ”AI” to refer both to machine learning algorithms and logic- and knowledge-based
systems, in a similar way to the Council version of the AI Act [59].
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marking of the AI product, a seal affixed to show compliance to regulations. However, unlike other
product safety regulations, the AI Act is not only intended to protect against risks to safety, but also
against adverse effects on fundamental rights. Consequently, HSs and CE marking could also apply
to the protection of fundamental rights. This extension of product safety approach to fundamental
rights is new, and raises difficult questions that this article attempts to address.

This article starts by laying down, in Part 2, the structure of the AI Act and how it makes use
of the product safety regulatory approach, in part to protect fundamental rights. Part 3 looks in
more detail at the status of HSs in EU law, and shows that although they are considered legal acts,
their scope is intended to remain technical, i.e. outside the realm of political judgment. Finally,
the article highlights, in Part 4, the shortcomings of the application of HSs and CE marking to the
protection of fundamental rights, as well as the legitimacy problem faced by ESOs.

2 The AI Act uses product safety tools to protect fundamental
rights

2.1 The AI Act has a risk-based approach

The AI Act pursues a dual objective of protecting individuals’ fundamental rights2 and enabling
the free movement of data and AI systems within the Union. The text is structured around risk. It
classifies systems based on their level of risk: unacceptable risk, high-risk, limited risk, and minimal
risk. ”Risk” is understood as the ”combination of the probability of an occurrence of harm and the
severity of that harm”3, as stated in the Parliament version (Parl. ver.) of the AI Act [61] (art.
3.1.a Parl. ver.). For limited risk systems, only transparency requirements apply; for minimal risk
systems no regulatory burden applies; and systems presenting an unacceptable risk are prohibited
entirely. The core focus of the Act is on high-risk AI systems, for which Annex III provides a
non-comprehensive list (art. 6.2). This list can be amended by the Commission, if a new use case
is found to create high risks (art. 7.1). Systems that are considered high-risk must comply with
the requirements set forth in Title III, Chapter 2, in relation to risk management, data and data
governance, technical documentation, record keeping, transparency and provision of information to
users, human oversight, accuracy, robustness and cybersecurity. Within those requirements, risk
management is a key element, particularly when AI is used in high-stakes situations [64]. Providers
of high-risk AI systems must establish, implement, document and maintain a risk management
system, comprising notably of the identification of known and foreseeable risks and adoption of
appropriate measures to eliminate or mitigate those risks (art. 9). Residual risks must be reduced
to a ”reasonable” level, dictated by the state-of-the-art [41].

2.2 CE marking will show that AI systems comply with the regulation

The AI Act establishes an ”ex ante” accountability framework for AI [22], in which proof of
compliance with general requirements is a prerequisite for the ”placing on the market or putting
into service” of AI systems (art. 2).

2The Commission’s explanatory memorandum (Expl. Memo.), presented just before the text of the AI Act and
constituting an important aid to the interpretation of the legislation, contains a list of rights whose protection should
be enhanced by the AI Act (section 3.5). It includes, for example, the right to human dignity, respect for private life
and protection of personal data, non-discrimination, equality between women and men, freedom of expression, freedom
of assembly, right to an effective remedy and to a fair trial, rights of defence and the presumption of innocence, the
general principle of good administration, etc.

3Note that a similar definition is given in the General Product Safety Regulation [12]
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The AI Act is inspired by European product safety rules, based on the so-called New Legislative
Framework (NLF). The rules applicable to products under the NLF are explained in an official
Commission publication, the Blue Guide [30]. Under the NLF, European legislation (directives
and regulations) does not directly define technical specifications, but rather sets out the ”essential
requirements” that products must meet, leaving manufacturers some flexibility as to the means
of achieving compliance [23]. For a product covered by a NLF legislation to enter the European
market, it must be CE marked4. CE marking has a dual use: it allows consumers to benefit from the
same level of (presumably) high protection throughout Europe [25], and allows the free movement of
products within Europe by harmonizing legislation. Products bearing the CE mark can be traded
in Europe without restrictions [25]. Before development of the CE mark, trade was limited by
differences in national product requirements between member states [47].

Manufacturers are responsible for CE marking. They must check the applicable European
legislation and ensure their products meet the essential requirements. They must then carry out
the conformity assessment, set up the technical file, issue the EU declaration of conformity, and affix
the CE mark to the product [27]. The AI Act stipulates that high-risk AI systems must undergo a
conformity assessment procedure and, when they are found to be compliant, providers must draw
up a EU declaration of conformity and affix the CE mark on the product (art. 19).

2.3 Harmonized standards will provide a technical means of assessing compli-
ance

In the field of product safety, HSs [26] define the technical requirements that would enable
a product to comply with the essential requirements set out in a specific product directive or
regulation. EU legislation sets what goals to reach, and HSs define how to reach them [48]. A
harmonized standard is only one possible way to comply with a legal requirement (Blue Guide,
p.50), and is thus indented to be voluntary like any other standard (art. 2(1) [10]), but it is in
practice the most important pathway for compliance.

HSs are developed by one of the three European Standards Organisations (ESOs): the European
Committee for Standardization (CEN), the European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardiza-
tion (CENELEC), or the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). If a directive
or regulation needs to be supported by HSs, the European Commission issues a standardization
request to one or more ESOs, describing the main topics the standards should cover5. Once the
standards have been drafted by the ESOs and approved, they are generally published in the Official
Journal of the European Union (OJEU)6

HSs are, in this context, seen as a way to operationalize mandatory requirements (Expl. Memo.,
p.6) while reducing costs (Expl. Memo., p.7). Recital 61 of the AI Act further states that ”stan-
dardisation should play a key role to provide technical solutions to providers to ensure compliance”.
The AI Act also explicitly requires providers to consult HSs, for instance to determine risk manage-
ment measures (art. 9.3), for record keeping (art. 12.1), or for quality management (art. 17.1(e)).
Some experts therefore believe that it is in standardization that the real rule-making will occur [70].

In December 2022, the Commission issued a draft standardization request to ESOs regarding
standards for the AI Act [32], asking them to cover ten subjects related to the requirements for
high-risk systems: risk management system for AI systems, governance and quality of datasets

4CE marking is applicable throughout the European Economic Area (EEA).
5Not all standards developed by ESOs, are HSs, only those following a request from the Commission (Reg.

1025/2012 [10], art. 2(1)(b)&(c)).
6Not all harmonized standards are cited in the OJEU. Some might be requested by the European Commission to

address standardization gaps, without supporting a specific legislation [48]
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used to build AI systems, record keeping through logging capacities by AI systems, transparency
and information provisions, human oversight of AI systems, accuracy specifications for AI sys-
tems, robustness specifications for AI systems, cybersecurity specifications for AI systems, quality
management system for providers of AI systems, including post-market monitoring process, and
conformity assessment for AI systems. These topics correspond to the requirements for high-risk AI
systems set out in Title III, Chapter 2 of the Act. ESOs are now working on HSs for these topics,
as well as other topics, at their own discretion.

2.4 Private organizations will draft harmonized standards

European and international standardization organizations are private associations that are
tasked to develop technical standards. They are composed of experts which have signed a ser-
vice contract with a national standardization bodies. Experts can come from private companies,
research institutes, public establishments, or work on their own behalf. Anyone can apply to join
an national standardization body to take part in standards development and committee voting, in
exchange for membership fees, paid by the expert’s home company. Once experts are part of their
national standardization body, they can ask to join the working groups at European or international
level. This includes the three ESOs and the three international standardization bodies: the Inter-
national Organization for Standardization (ISO), the International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) and the International Telecommunication Union (ITU).

The Vienna and Frankfurt agreements between CEN and ISO, and CENELEC and IEC re-
spectively, facilitate the exchange of information between the organizations and avoid duplication
of work [51, 40]. This collaboration extends to the adoption of standards, since ISO and IEC
standards can be incorporated into the catalogue of European standards by ratification by CEN-
CENELEC. At present, almost 33% of CEN publications come from ISO, and 73% of CENELEC
publications come from IEC. As far as HSs are concerned, ISO and IEC standards take precedence
where they exist, unless it can be proved that the Commission’s request cannot be met by standards
issued by these international bodies [33]. This collaboration makes the composition of international
standards organizations even more relevant to European issues, since their standards are likely to
become HSs.

Additionally, the largest group of ISO stakeholders is the industry [55]. This composition gives
standardization organizations access to beneficial industrial expertise [54], an essential competence
for the development of technical requirements related to product safety.

2.5 The AI Act takes standards into the realm of fundamental rights protection

The Commission insists on its desire to integrate ethical considerations into the supervision
of AI systems. The explanatory memorandum to the proposed AI Act states that the proposed
essential requirements are inspired by the Ethics Guidelines of the High-Level Expert Group on AI
(HLEG) [60]. The amendments proposed by the European Parliament go even further, stating that
the text should ensure a high level of protection ”in order to achieve trustworthy AI” (recital 2 Parl.
ver.). The Parliament continues by stating some ”general principles applicable to all AI systems”
(art. 4 Parl. ver.), directly taken from the seven key requirements7 set out by the HLEG.

Some of the ”general principles” set out by the Parliament touch directly upon fundamental
rights, such as ”transparency” or ”diversity, non-discrimination and fairness”, which relate to the
fundamental rights to information and non-discrimination. The explanatory memorandum also

7With the exception of ”accountability”, as it is assumed that the regulation will enable this key requirement to
be enforced.
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states that it is in the Union’s interest to ”ensure that Europeans can benefit from new technologies
developed and functioning according to Union values, fundamental rights and principles” (Expl.
Memo., p1). Another example of how fundamental rights are taken into account can be found
directly in the text of the Act: a system shall be considered high-risk if it ”poses a risk of harm
to the health and safety, or a risk of adverse impact on fundamental rights” (art. 7). This list is
extended by the Parliament, which also considers harms to ”the environment, democracy and the
rule of law” (art. 7.2(c) Parl. ver.).

The Parliament also introduces a new mechanism to assess trustworthiness: the fundamental
rights impact assessment (FRIA) (art. 29.a Parl. ver.), inspired by the data protection and privacy
impact assessments of the GDPR, and whose absence in the Commission’s version of the Act was
criticized [38]. A FRIA would be mandatory for high-risk systems listed in Annex III. It would
generate a list of foreseeable impacts on fundamental rights and risks of harm on marginalised
persons or vulnerable groups, as well as a detailed plan describing the measures and tools to help
mitigate these risks.

Although fundamental rights have already been addressed and protected by European law - the
GDPR for example - the AI Act is the first attempt to integrate fundamental rights into a product
safety approach, using HSs and CE marking. The Commission has recognized that standards no
longer only deal with technical components, but also ”incorporate core EU democratic values and
interests, as well as green and social principles” [31]. The Parliament version of the Act further
invites all actors involved in the standardization process to take into account the principles for
trustworthy AI (art. 40 Parl. ver.).

Despite this apparent desire to extend the scope of technical standards, the standardization re-
quest by the European Commission [32] does not expressly refer to a standard on ”trustworthiness”.
Trustworthiness is rather seen as a cross-cutting theme, not being tackled in a specific standard but
being a constitutive part of every standard. CEN-CENELEC, however, continues to address this
topic through its working group on foundational and societal aspects of AI systems (CEN-CLC JTC
21/WG 48), a European equivalent to the ISO/IEC working group on AI trustworthiness (ISO/IEC
JTC 1/SC 42/WG 39). Its work includes standards on ”AI trustworthiness characterisation”, ”AI-
enhanced nudging” and ”competence requirements for AI ethicists professionals”, among others10,
despite the absence of these topics in the Commission’s request. This shows that ESOs are free to
venture beyond the strict limits defined in the Commission’s request.

Other organisations, such as the NIST or IEEE, are rushing to adopt recommendations, guide-
lines, or draft standards11 on different aspects of trustworthy AI, including fairness, explainability,
and privacy. Some of the technical documents relating to trustworthy AI focus on particular mea-
surements, others focus on processes12 that AI developers are supposed to implement to manage
risks, including for fundamental rights. These recommendations, guidelines and draft standards on
AI are not HSs, but they may influence the development of HSs for AI, either by becoming HSs like
ISO standards, or by establishing themselves on the market and influencing the state-of-the-art.

8For the structure of JTC 21, see https://standards.iteh.ai/catalog/tc/cen/5af9e506-b1dc-4fcd-a3af-84d
65edbf2bb/cen-clc-jtc-21

9For the structure of SC 42, see https://standards.iteh.ai/catalog/tc/iso/a8b53a70-2bb4-40a8-abf1-f42

dde4432c5/iso-iec-jtc-1-sc-42
10For a complete list of published standards and standards under development, see https://standards.cencenel

ec.eu/dyn/www/f?p=205:105:0:::::
11See for instance the IEEE 7000 standards series: https://standards.ieee.org/initiatives/autonomous-int

elligence-systems/standards/#p7000 or the NIST risk management framework [58]. For an overview of standards
related to ethics, see [46].

12It is worth noting that even outside of AI trustworthiness, standards are often classified as ”product” or ”process”
standards [65, 53].
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3 The status of harmonized standards in EU law

3.1 Harmonized standards were not originally designed to cover fundamental
rights

HSs owe their legal existence to Regulation no. 1025/2012 [10] on European standardization.
Regulation 1025/2012 lists the elements that can be considered as technical specifications (art.
2.4.a). The Regulation mentions environmental protection, health and safety, but does not mention
ethical criteria or fundamental rights.

The NLF was intended first as a legislative instrument to bring together all the elements of prod-
uct safety legislation (Blue Guide, p.12). This emphasis on safety has gradually shifted to include
other criteria. The 2022 version of the Blue Guide [30] specifies, in brackets, that ”environmental
and health policies also have recourse to a number of these elements” (Blue Guide, p.12), but this
is clearly a secondary objective of the NLF, which is above all safety-oriented. After ”safety” risks,
the most commonly addressed risks are health risks, and then, more rarely, environmental risks. Re-
cently, other criteria have begun to appear in the texts on product safety. For instance, Regulation
765/2008 on market surveillance and the marketing of products [7] creates a framework to provide
”a high level of protection of public interests, such as health and safety [...], the protection of con-
sumers, protection of the environment and security” (art. 1.2). Regulation 2019/1020 [11] further
states that a product should be suspended from free circulation on the market when it presents
a ”serious risk to health, safety, the environment or any other public interest” (art. 26.1(e), em-
phasis added). The term ”any other public interest” could encompass risks to fundamental rights.
However, this is never explicitly stated in the texts.

3.2 Harmonized standards have legal effects and can be considered part of EU
law

In Europe, HSs create legal effects. Products manufactured in accordance with HSs benefit
from a ”presumption of conformity”. This means that the essential requirements covered by HSs
are presumed to be automatically met if the products comply with that standard. Manufacturers
may then benefit from simplified conformity assessment procedures [48]. If they choose not to
apply HSs, manufacturers must demonstrate by other means how the specifications they use permit
products to comply the essential requirements (Blue Guide, p.55), a more challenging task than if
the manufacturer simply applied a HS. The presumption of conformity afforded by HSs encourages
their adoption and avoids legal claims concerning HSs when a manufacturer’s position on the market
is affected by these standards [63].

The legal significance of technical standards in the EU has grown, because regulations cannot be
understood without their relevant standards, making them de facto binding [43, 39]. Some consider
that the development of technical standards has entered a stage of ”juridification” [63], a term taken
up by the recent Opinion of the Advocate General in the Public.Resource.Org case ([5] §29). HSs
are now regarded as a form of implementing acts [67].

A number of cases have involved the analysis of the scope of HSs. The Fra.bo case [2] showed that
HSs can have de facto mandatory effects, due to the presumption of conformity granted to them that
renders any other means of achieving compliance more costly and time consuming. Additionally,
the CJEU held in the James Elliott case [3] that HSs form part of EU law due to these legal effects.
The last case to date, Public.Resource.Org, Inc., Right to Know CLG v European Commission [4]
examined whether HSs could be subject to copyright protection. After an initial ruling by the
General Court, the relevance of the claim to copyright protection is currently being re-examined in
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an appeal. To this end, the Advocate General, in his 22 June 2023 Opinion, conducted a detailed
analysis of HSs [5].

Even if Regulation 1025/2012 [10] considers HSs to be, in theory, voluntary, as there are other
ways to demonstrate compliance, in practice, it is difficult if not impossible for manufacturers
to choose a different avenue. Recourse to HSs is thus quasi obligatory for economic players if
they want to stay competitive [68]. Another advantage is that the presumption of conformity
reverses the burden of proof, since the company does not have to prove that it complies with the
legislation, as this is automatically presumed. If a manufacturer chooses not to comply with HSs,
the onus is on him to prove that his product complies with the legislation, which represents a huge
commercial risk that no manufacturer would take ([5] §42). As noted by the Advocate General
in the Public.Resource.Org case appeal, the whole architecture of the EU standardization system
presupposes that all actors use HSs (§47). Furthermore, there are no realistic alternatives, because
ESOs are too focused on HSs development to propose other standards, and there is no financial
incentive for other private actors to compete with them (§48).

3.3 The commercial operating mode of ESOs is at odds with the legal scope of
harmonized standards

In Public.Resource.Org [4], the plaintiffs were two non-profit organizations who requested access
to several HSs, referenced in the OJEU but whose full text was not public and behind a paywall.
The Commission refused to grant them this access on the basis of the first indent of Article 4(2) of
Regulation 1049/2001 [6]. This article lists the exceptions to the free access of the EU institutions
documents, and states that access can be refused ”where disclosure would undermine the protection
of commercial interests [...] including intellectual properties”. A first judgement was made on 24
July 2021 by the General Court, in favor of the Commission [4]. In their appeal, the organizations
assert that the General Court erred in incorrectly assessing the copyright protection of HSs, since
HSs are part of the law and cannot be copyrighted, and if they were allowed copyright protection,
free access to the law would take precedence over copyright protection.

According to the Vademecum [28] of the European Commission, HSs are only a means to
support the implementation of legislation. In the Public.Resource.Org case appeal, the Advocate
General questions this claim, affirming that they are more than a simple aid and are actually an
”essential tool” for the correct implementation of EU legislation (§33 and 36). One of the Advocate
General’s conclusions is therefore that, due to the heavy reliance of EU legislation on HSs, the
effectiveness of the legislation is compromised in the absence of a publicly accessible version of these
standards. HSs are indeed considered by the Advocate General to be ”indispensable” for enforcing
the corresponding EU legislation, thus, the public cannot exercise their rights if they do not have
access to HSs (§46-47). To ensure that everyone can have the possibility to know the law and
respect it, every act, including HSs, should respect the principle of transparency and right of access
to documents, recognised by the Treaty on EU [9] (art. 1§2, 10.3, 11.2&3) as well as the Charter
of Fundamental Rights [8] (art. 42). This is at odds with the operating mode of ESOs that usually
charge for access to technical standards and keep the intellectual property of all their standards.

3.4 The Commission is responsible for political choices while the ESOs are
responsible for technical choices

Today HSs are published in the OJEU under the letter L, for legislation, where previously it
was published at C, for information and notice (§9). HSs therefore seem to be the equivalent of a
legally binding regulation, even though they are developed by institutions - the ESOs - without any
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democratic accountability. In reality, HSs are developed under the direction of the Commission.
The James Elliott case [3] found that the Commission has significant control over the procedure

of drafting and considered HSs as constituting acts of the institutions of the EU. Not only does
the Commission request HSs, it also supervises the drafting and adopts them. After the draft
harmonized standard has been proposed by the ESOs and before publication in the OJEU, the
Commission is empowered to send back the document to the ESOs for modification if the draft
does not comply with the request. Ultimately, publication in the OJEU depends on acceptance by
the Commission. The cycle of an HSs thus starts and ends with the Commission. This led the
Advocate General in his Opinion on the Public.Resource.Org case appeal [5] to conclude that the
Commission has the power to transform a preparatory document into an act that forms part of
EU law (§28). The Advocate General further advises that the Commission should be seen as the
institution adopting HSs and that ESOs are only preparatory bodies (§17).

The Commission itself has declared that more power needs to be transferred from the ESOs
to the Commission [31]. One way of achieving this would be to allow the Commission to draw
up technical solutions directly, as an alternative to the HSs drawn up by the ESOs. The AI Act
acknowledge this possibility: the Commission is tasked to draft ”common specifications”, where
HSs do not exist or are considered insufficient or when there is ”a need to address specific safety or
fundamental right concerns” (art. 41.1).

However, despite the Commission involvement, democratic oversight of HSs is still lacking, as
neither the European Parliament nor the Member States have a right to veto standards. Addition-
ally, the Commission’s right to refuse publication of a HSs is burdened by technical limitations and
human resources costs that prevent it from carrying out a comprehensive examination [37].

4 Fundamental rights and technical standards

4.1 It is hard to separate a technical question from a fundamental rights ques-
tion

ANEC, the organization that defends the interests of European consumers in standardization
matters, has already recognized the many difficulties involved in transposing EU fundamental rights
and values into technical standards [45]. In an ideal world, technical standards should be separated
from value judgments. In reality, however, it is hard to separate the two.

For instance, the concept of fairness in AI systems has several meanings, both morally, legally
and technically [56]. In a general sense, fairness means ”the quality of treating people equally or
in a way that is right or reasonable” [1]. This relates in law to the principle of non-discrimination
protected by Article 21 on the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights [8] and Article 10 of the Treaty
on the Functioning of the European Union [9]. There are many technical definitions of fairness,
and a system that is fair according to one definition is not necessarily fair according to another.
Many definitions cannot even be satisfied at the same time [24]. For instance, the COMPAS
software, used in the United States to predict the recidivism rate of criminals, has been accused
of penalising African-Americans according to a certain fairness criterion [15], whereas it respected
fairness according to another measurement method [57]. By defining technical formulas to measure
fairness in a standard, we run the risk of choosing an approach to non-discrimination that will
lead to injustice in certain situations. This example shows that a seemingly technical definition of
fairness can hide a normative choice affecting fundamental rights, the kind of normative choice that
generally is made by lawmakers and judges.

Another example is the NIST study on demographic differential for facial recognition [36] which
displays a few ”equity measures” for facial recognition systems. For all of them, error rates are
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calculated for different groups of people, based on sensitive personal information like gender or
ethnicity. Some measures are based on a comparison between the error rates of the two groups
on which the system performs best and worst, and other measures are based on the average of all
error rates, for example. The first case is, unfortunately, not very robust, and even a slight change
in parameters can produce a totally different result. On the contrary, an average-based measure
will be more robust but will erase the difference between groups: a system whose performance is
very poor in one group but excellent in the others could end up with the same score as a system
whose performance is correct in all groups. Thus, the poor performance on this one group could
go unnoticed. Yet, if a system does not work well for a certain category of population, it can lead
to discrimination, such as black people being wrongly accused of committing crimes because an
algorithm has matched their face to that of a criminal [49].

The NIST also proposes a benchmark that evaluates the fairness of systems against their perfor-
mance13. A manufacturer can choose to focus on optimizing their score in the given performance or
fairness criteria. They can also choose which to fairness metric they should improve: the benchmark
includes demographic variations by false match rate (FMR) or false non-match rate (FNMR). A
low FMR aims to avoid mistakes where a person is wrongly judged to be the same as in a certain
image, which usually involves higher security and social stakes to avoid intrusions into a building
or station, and false accusations in case of police use. A low FNMR avoids systemic rejection of
certain people.

A choice of standard signals a preference for a specific logic and set of priorities [66]. Standards
organize social life, and it is crucial to question what choices have been made and how they could
have been made differently [66]. However, in the context of AI standards, these choices are often
presented as purely technical, and therefore non value-laden choices. Moreover, by trying to define
good ethical behavior in technical standards, we risk reducing ethics to a set of tools, which trivializes
moral reasoning [16].

4.2 Compliance with standards can lead to ethics washing and CE marking may
give citizens an unjustified sense of protection

The diversity of approaches to AI ethical development, such as the multitude of fairness mea-
sures, is likely to lead to strategic simplification choices [13]. Manufacturers will display the measure
that shows that their system is free of bias and therefore fair according to them, and not the other
measures showing the system is discriminatory. The introduction of these mathematical measures
in a standard is likely to accentuate this trend, by giving greater legitimacy to any chosen measure
included in the standard.

Additionally, the protection granted by standards is limited and having in place a risk manage-
ment system will not guarantee that all possible harms have been taken into account, or that the
protective measures are sufficient. For instance, respecting a mathematical notion of fairness does
not guarantee that the system will not discriminate [50]. Certification to technical standards is
often perceived by consumers as a guarantee of safety [35]. This is particularly true of CE marking,
often regarded as the cornerstone of the European trustworthiness model, a system that European
citizens have come to internalize and respect [19]. But the mark is also often wrongly understood
by consumers as a guarantee of quality, when in fact it only signifies compliance with regulations.
Indeed, studies have shown that it is difficult for citizens to understand what the CE mark repre-
sents [19]. Products covered by the NLF do not require pre-market approval to be sold in the EU.
The CE mark therefore does not indicate that a product has been approved by a government agency
or by the EU [25]. As recalled by the Blue Guide [30], CE marking is a key indicator of a product’s

13Available here: https://pages.nist.gov/frvt/html/frvt11.html
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compliance with EU legislation, but it is not a proof of that compliance (Blue Guide, p.64). As
such, a CE marked product may also have safety flaws [71]. Several high-profile cases have involved
medical devices (breast implants [69, 62] and glucose monitors [71]) that had the CE marking but
which were seriously defective. In the same way as for CE marking and safety standards, it is likely
that a CE marking relating to fundamental rights may be incorrectly interpreted by citizens as
meaning that a given AI system respects fundamental rights.

4.3 ESOs have a legitimacy problem as regard to fundamental rights

As previously seen, standardization organizations are private law bodies, mostly led by the
industry. There is also a lack of representation of certain stakeholders. Those impacted by the use
of AI have no role to play in standardization or certification processes [38]. Associations representing
the interests of consumers, such as ANEC, as well as those representing workers or small businesses,
do not officially have the right to participate in the work of ISO and IEC. They therefore have no
say in the development of these standards, even if they are to be adopted by Europe [33]. This
industry-led composition also raises risks of regulatory capture14 and conflicts of interest, since
industrial stakeholders are drafting the very same laws by which they will be governed.

Additionally, while a large proportion of ISO’s members come from Western Europe, almost
half come from elsewhere in the world, particularly Asia and North America [55]. This could create
tensions, as Europe would want both to rely on the work of international standards and to adopt
standards that represent European values. For instance, ANEC has called for ESOs to address
EU values and ”not just adopt international standards which might not reflect our values and
principles” [44].

Finally, even if responsibility for issuing the HSs is shouldered in large part by the Commission,
ESOs that develop the standards are governed by private law, lacking the democratic legitimacy of
the Commission and the other EU institutions. However, these legitimacy concerns about private
standard-setting for public regulation are often outweighed by the positive externalities associated
with the existence of relevant technical requirements [33]. The legitimacy of ESOs is further chal-
lenged by the AI Act, as standards will encompass fundamental rights issues and ESOs lack the
expertise to assess them [70]. The standardization request thus states that CEN-CENELEC should
ensure to ”gather relevant expertise in the area of fundamental rights” ([32] art. 2.1). This is
necessary to ensure the relevance of technical standards with judicial norms, yet it might not be
sufficient to guarantee the legitimacy of the ESOs in the establishment of EU legal acts dealing with
the protection of fundamental rights.

4.4 Standards can cover fundamental rights topics if they do not try to set
thresholds or evaluate trade-offs

As seen previously, standards have difficulty in addressing fundamental rights issues, and when
they attempt to do so, they can lead to ethics washing and consumer deception. ANEC has
already advised that HSs should not be used to define or apply fundamental rights, legal or ethical
principles [45]. If standards cannot attest to respect for fundamental rights, what purpose do they
serve, and what should they contain?

Let us take the example of a standard on fairness. Such a standard can be used by a company
to benchmark itself against the competition and assess its own progress. If the results are good
enough, the company will use the standard as a marketing tool, like the NIST benchmark for facial
recognition for which companies compete to achieve the best results based on different fairness tests.

14According to [34], regulatory capture is ”the process through which special interests affect state intervention”.
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This fosters competition between companies and encourages them to innovate [18]. A standard can
also enhance transparency and redress information asymmetries [43] by presenting to users and
citizens a standardized score of different performance parameters, including for fairness, thereby
permitting better comparison between products. Finally, standards, such as HSs, that are linked
to legal compliance obligations, provide public authorities with a uniform method for assessing
compliance.

These different uses of standards hint to what they can and cannot contain. For compliance,
HSs will help clarify the AI Act’s approach to risk, for instance by defining how to conduct a risk
management system, or detail what elements a conformity assessment should contain15. Addition-
ally, standards can help harmonize how to conduct an algorithmic impact assessment [21], or a
FRIA as recommended by the Parliament. As regard to governance, standards can provide guid-
ance on the structure to be put in place within the company - perhaps with a digital ethics officer
or an ethics board, the competences required for this position, or the type of decisions they can and
cannot make16. Product-based standards can define tools to help make better design decisions. For
example, they can define all the evaluation measures known in the literature17 (paying attention to
selection biases), or the technical means to avoid a system malfunction that could lead to funda-
mental rights violations in the long term. In short, standards can help define tools and provide a
common vocabulary for comparison between products or companies. These tools can help market
actors transparently compete on fundamental rights issues, showing they have responsible processes
in place, and that on certain metrics, they have achieved a certain score on an issue such as fairness.

However, there are some things that AI standards should not try to do. Even when following
a standard on risk management, the evaluation of risks will remain under the responsibility of
the provider. A standard can therefore never say what risks are acceptable or unacceptable [42].
Fairness standards, should not say what definition of fairness should be used for a given use case18

or what the acceptable threshold of unfairness is. In case there is a trade-off to be made between
fairness and performance, a standard should not say what that trade-off should be. A standard
can only provide different ways of defining and measuring fairness, making sure everyone is using
the same taxonomy and methodology to measure the different aspects of fairness, but will not say
which aspect of fairness should be given priority, or whether a residual level of unfairness can be
tolerated in a given situation.

Performance standards19 are quite common in product safety. They specify how the product
is to be built, what materials are to be used, how they are to be assembled, and so on. They
also specify the tests the product must meet, such as the exact temperature or pressure it must
withstand. In product safety, it is not unusual for a standard to define a threshold, for example a
level of resistance to fire, or the error rate of a safety component for machinery. These standards
are, however, nearly impossible to establish today for AI systems due to their probabilistic nature,
which makes their reaction to certain tests highly dependent on the situation, the data on which
the system has been trained, etc. This is even truer for standards that have a direct impact on
people’s fundamental rights, such as fairness standards. Setting a threshold for these measures
would be like setting a threshold for the level of discrimination that may be accepted: it is neither
a universal decision, nor something acceptable from a legal standpoint. Setting a fairness threshold

15These topics are notably present in the standardization request [32].
16Like for instance the standard on ”competence requirements for AI ethicists professionals” that is being prepared

by CEN-CENELEC.
17Like the ISO standard on bias mitigation [52], which lists all the means known in the literature for assessing and

dealing with bias.
18This includes both the metric used and the population groups on which the system is evaluated.
19Following [14] terminology, also referred to as quality standards [17].
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could also be abused by claiming that a system is ”fair enough”, without any concern for improving
fairness further [20]. Whether a fairness score is acceptable, or is the right metric to be using in
this situation, should remain outside of standards and determined by the regulator and judge.

As thresholds cannot be set for standards relating to the protection of fundamental rights, the
development of HSs on these subjects for the purpose of assessing compliance with the AI Act seems
like a difficult - and not necessary desirable - task. Because of their legal effects, HSs will always
aim to set thresholds. But outside of the safety realm, HSs are less suitable, as they cannot define
what is an ”acceptable” level of protection to fundamental rights. This article therefore invites
standardization actors to develop standards, whether HSs or other standards, which contribute to
the protection of fundamental rights through the dissemination of good practices, but which avoid
making value-laden societal judgments.

5 Conclusion

This article shows the AI Act’s attempt to operate at two levels : ex ante compliance, inspired
by product safety rules with the use of HSs and CE marking, and the protection of fundamental
rights. It examines recent case laws that has determined the role of HSs in European law, as well
as the June 22, 2023 Advocate General’s Opinion in the Public.Resource.Org case appeal [5], which
found that HSs are to be regarded as EU legal acts and that, while the Commission is to be held
responsible for the political dimension of HS, the ESOs are responsible for the technical content.

However, product safety tools such as HSs and CE marking are not meant to cover fundamental
rights. Standards on fundamental rights would be both difficult to establish and could lead to ethical
washing and consumer deception. The field of expertise of ESOs, made up mainly of industrial
experts, is not that of fundamental rights, and they could face a legitimacy problem if they tried to
take on this role reserved for legislators and judges. This does not mean, however, that standards
cannot address fundamental rights, as they still have an important role to play in encouraging best
practices in processes and measurement techniques, but they can never attempt to decide on a
trade-off or on a level of acceptability of a given fundamental right risk.

The AI Act approach calls into question the very nature of standards and their limits. It might
also pose problems for the interpretation of standards by the courts, as in the past the boundaries
between the technical and legal worlds were well defined, whereas today there is a certain overlap.
In this context, even more than in the case of safety standards, ESOs will have to account for the
power they hold. The HSs to be developed in support of the AI Act will set the tone for future
regulations in the field of digital law. Europe should, however, be cautious about the power it grants
to HSs, particularly if they continue their foray into fundamental rights.
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